AWX Economics
WHAT IS AURUS?
Aurus is a ﬁntech company seeking to create AurusGOLD (AWG), a globally
viable currency by combining the demonstrable reputation of gold with the
eﬃciency and scalability of the blockchain. We believe that blockchain can
make gold mainstream by allowing people to trade cents worth of physical
gold instantly, around the world, thus providing unprecedented liquidity in
the gold space.

AWG - GOLD-BACKED TOKEN
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AurusGOLD (AWG) is a 100% gold-backed cryptocurrency. Each AWG token is
fully collateralized with 1 gram of physical gold, stored in partnered, fullyaudited and insured vaults. AWG is redeemable for physical gold at any time.
Aurus charges a modest transaction fee of 0.015% or 0.05 AWG (whichever is
greater) to the initiator of each AWG transaction.

AWX - REVENUE SHARE TOKEN
AurusCOIN (AWX) is a revenue sharing token limited to a total supply of
30,000,000. As people around the world trade AWG, 70% of all the generated
transaction fees are proportionally distributed across all AWX holders (paid
in AWG). The remaining 30% of the generated fees are allocated towards the
ecosystems’ operational costs as follows: 15% to gold providers, 15% to vault
partners.

HOW AWX WORKS
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A SELF SUSTAINING ECO-SYSTEM
AWG and AWX together enable a highly scalable, self-sustaining ecosystem
to exist. AWX holders directly beneﬁt from the increase in the usage of AWG
as the revenues from fees rise. Therefore, the value of AWX is likely to
increase parallel to the usage of AWG.

JOIN THE ECO-SYSTEM!
Aurus will use the allocated budget of 6,000,000 AWX to compensate various
entities (companies/individuals) for their added value towards the
ecosystem. This includes:

.
.
.
.
.

COMPANY TIMELINE
HIGHLIGHTS SO FAR

Aurus founded in 2017
Aurus closes €300,000 seed round
(AWX valued at €0.14)
Aurus blockchain protocol ﬁnished
partnership with gold providers
and vaults
partnership with liquidity providers
(exchanges, brokers)
Aurus protocol receives positive
regulatory ruling overseen by
Capital Law UK
OCTOBER (AURUS LAUNCHES!)

AWG Minting partners - Gold providers, vaults, auditing partners.

First gold allotment is tokenized into
AWG

Liquidity providers - Market makers, exchanges.

AWX token deployed onto the mainnet
and distributed to investors and
stakeholders

Distribution partners - merchants, gold brokers.
Marketing partners - content creators, aﬃliates, inﬂuencers, brand ambassadors.
The Market - People who believe in the future of AWG.

Whether it be through providing gold, catering for demand or spreading the
word, it’s in the best interest of all AWX holders to increase the widespread
usage of AWG one way or another.
Get yourself some AWX and join the ecosystem!

First round of AWX crowdfunding
begins starting at €0.55. (15,000,000
AWX to be sold over the course of 6
months. Value is adjusted monthly
based on the growth of the protocol)
NOVEMBER

AWG soft-wallet integration
AWG is listed on two exchanges
DECEMBER

AWG online distribution channels - any
website can sell AWG for commission
with our Iframe plugin
Q1 - 2020

Partner with e-commerce merchants
to accept AWG as payment
Q2 - 2020

Last round of AWX crowdfunding
ﬁnalizes - 15,000,000 AWX sold
€10 million worth of gold on the
protocol (estimated AWX value €1.75)
AWX is listed on exchange on April 15th
(6 months after token distribution)
Research and investigation begins in
the tokenization of other assets

